Schedule an Incredible Space Adventure Today!

Go Weightless Over Florida

Private Space Flight Training - Film & Television – Research Flights

Personal Zero Gravity Adventures in Florida

Experience the incredible sensation of floating in space!

Train in simulated “zero-g” by flying a series of parabolic flight maneuvers in the Rockwell Commander 700 that counter the forces of gravity. Each of the parabolic maneuvers last approximately 10 seconds in the Aurora Aerospace training aircraft. Expect to perform 10-12 weightless maneuvers.

You decide when to fly. You pick the launch date. As long as the weather is favorable and the pilot is available, you can experience the weightlessness of space on your terms. It's a flying lesson unlike any other on earth. You’ll learn to fly and float from an FAA-certified flight instructor.

The Aurora Aerospace Flight Center is conveniently located at St Pete-Clearwater (PIE) International Airport in Florida. The airport is a short drive away from Tampa International Airport (TPA), and less than two hours away by car from Orlando (ORL).

Pricing Starts at $3250 US

www.incredible-adventures.com
800-644-7382 / 941-346-2603
Zero-G Special Projects
TV Shows – Photo Shoots – Product Marketing – Research & Development

Scientists and Production Teams Take Note: Our Florida-based zero-gravity plane can be chartered for film shoots, research projects or special projects.

Pricing Starts at $3500 US

www.incredible-adventures.com
800-644-7382 / 941-346-2603